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Boundary conditions, limitations and recommendations:

- Limited personal (number and qualification)
- Environmental conditions (climate and power supply)
- Logistic and maintenance
- Patient needs multiple treatments

- Do not invent new things!!!. Use exiting technology. But try to choose the one 
with cutting-edge performance.

- Do not put cost minimisation as a priority to stat with. It could come naturally 
through system optimisation, that might be specific for every region.

- Intelligent components breakdown of entire system is mandatory. Do not use 
industrial experience /recommendation and not try to put all in one.

- Optimisation of every component should be targeted fpr reduction of cost, 
operation and maintenance as an integrated value (facility operates for 
decades).

- The optimised facility could appear not as compact (and not cheaper) as the 
one you can find on the market. BUT it will fit your needs best!

Centralized facility



Klystron/modulator
Isolated ‘bunker’

Tentative proposal

2-20 MW

RF switch

RF rotating
joint treatment

Patient preps.

Patient preps.

Maximize facility put through in the most economic way. 



New kid in the block

0.72m long
92 kg (incl. PPM solenoid)
No oil tank.
Positioning: arbitrary (rotation possible) 



Efficiency      33%                                             40%

Length 48 cm.
Weight with electromagnet (?)

Personal recommendation:



http://scandinovasystems.com/

X0.6 = 8.4MW



Tested up to 20 MW at 50 Hz with 5 µsec pulses

Transmitted RF pulses power profiles at different angles

Proven technology. Certified at CERN.



Structure equipped with 3dB hybrid for RF 
power recirculation.

Compact hybrid:

TW structure with re-circulation delivers similar impedance 
as in SW structure, but do not reflect the power during 
transient time – no needs for RF circulator:

Currently structure is running at CERN at 56 
MV/m with 25MW, 1 µsec (flat) input power.

Length: 0.5 m
Weight 11 kg



https://www.saesgetters.com/products/nextorr-pumps

Maintains pumping speed in the case of 
electrical power cuts. Needs reactivations 
after vacuum intervention.



Use local industrial chillers (inexpensive!) with closed water circuit where possible:



https://www.uaf.edu/files/acep/BoeingFlywheelOverview_06_20_2012.pdf


